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CLARITA LIEPOLT IN SYDNEY 
 
by Eric Myers 
________________________________________________ 
 

larita Liepolt, widow of the late jazz promoter and entrepreneur Horst Liepolt 
arrived in Sydney on Monday March 25, 2019 after a few days in Melbourne. 
She was travelling with her companion Mary Arias, an old friend from her 

home country Colombia. They had attended a function in Melbourne the previous 
Saturday night, March 23, to commemorate Horst*. 
 
They were met at Sydney airport by Jim Cattlin, who was a colleague of Horst’s on 
the magazine Jazz Down Under in the seventies. Horst and Jim were associate 
editors of the magazine with Horst also being advertising manager. Jim, who has 
recently returned from the US to live in Australia, is now a jazz broadcaster, with a 
program on Eastside Radio called “Jazz Jam” (Tuesdays, 3-4pm).  
 

 
 
Jim Cattlin (left) at lunch with Clarita Liepolt in Sydney… PHOTO CREDIT DAVID 
MARTIN 

 
On Wednesday March 27, Jim and I, along with the pianist (and old friend of 
Horst’s) David Martin, showed the two women the location of the old Basement, 
where Horst had such an influence in the 70s, and then took them to lunch at 
Circular Quay. During the afternoon Jim and I accompanied Clarita and Mary on the 
Manly Ferry and showed them where the Manly Jazz Festival takes place (started by 
Horst in 1979, originally called the Manly Jazz Carnival, and which is still going 40  
__________________________________________________________ 
 
*For an account of the Melbourne event, see Ted Vining’s piece “Clarita Liepolt in 
Melbourne” on this site at this link https://ericmyersjazz.com/contributions-6. 
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David Martin (far left), pictured here with, L-R, his wife Norma Martin, James 
Morrison and Dale Barlow… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

years later). On our return to Circular Quay we viewed the Opera House and later 
scattered Horst’s ashes into the Harbour, which was his wish.  

 
 
The Basement sign, as it still exists today, in Reiby Place, Circular Quay… PHOTO 
CREDIT DAVID MARTIN 
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Over lunch Clarita had expressed a wish to make contact with one of Horst’s old 
friends Leon Fink, the prominent Sydney restaurateur and philanthropist. Horst had 
always spoken with great affection of Leon who, in the sixties, gave Horst a job as a 
lift-driver in one of his apartment buildings. On the internet there is a photograph, 
which dates from the early 80s, of Leon and Horst outside Horst’s apartment at 44 
Carmine Street* in New York.   
 

 
 
Horst Liepolt (left) with Leon Fink, outside 44 Carmine Street in New York… PHOTO 
COURTESY CLARITA LIEPOLT 
 
Leon Fink is the owner of a number of restaurants including Bennelong in the 
Sydney Opera House, and Otto’s at the Fingerwharf, Woolloomooloo. I undertook to 
contact him, which I did the same night by email. The next morning he phoned me 
and suggested lunch at Otto’s the following day, Friday, March 29. 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
*This was another example of the role of 44 in Horst’s life. Horst was turned on to 
jazz in 1944 when he heard Louis Armstrong’s Savoy Blues; his jazz club in 
Melbourne was called Jazz Centre 44; and his record label was 44 Records. 
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Leon Fink, pictured in 2016… PHOTO COURTESY SYDNEY MORNING HERALD CREDIT NIC 
WALKER 

 
Leon Fink received the AM in 2016 for “significant service to the tourism and 
hospitality industries” but, apart from his highly respected activities as a 
philanthropist, he is probably best-known in Sydney’s cultural life as a key player in 
the challenge to Australia’s censorship laws in the mid-sixties. He provided financial 
backing to print thousands of copies of the book The Trial of Lady Chatterley, which 
was then banned in Australia. As a result of this successful campaign Australian 
censorship laws were revised, and thousands of previously banned books were 
released. 
 

 
 

The writer John Clare, one of Horst’s colleagues in the seventies: now in a nursing home 
suffering from dementia… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
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Clarita was hoping to make contact with others who were central to Horst Liepolt’s 
activities in Sydney, but the sad fact is that, over the nearly 40 years since Horst left 
Sydney for NY, many of his contemporaries have died, and others are unavailable for 
various reasons. The writer John Clare, for instance, who wrote prolifically for Jazz 
Down Under, is now in a nursing home suffering from dementia.  

I emailed Bruce Viles, owner of The Basement and a close colleague of Horst’s in the 
1970s, to let him know of Clarita’s presence in Sydney, only to receive a message 
from Bruce’s wife Karin, to the effect that Bruce was in Royal Prince Alfred Hospital 
“in a serious condition”. (I was informed subsequently that this was the result of a 
brain tumour, and Bruce was to go into palliative care*). 

 
 

Bruce Viles: unable to attend the gathering to welcome Clarita Liepolt… PHOTO 

COURTESY KARIN VILES 

_______________________________________________________________ 

*Bruce Viles died of an inoperable brain tumour on April 15, 2019. His obituary, 

published in The Australian on April 18, 2019, is reproduced on this website at this 

link https://ericmyersjazz.com/theaustralian-2015-11 

https://ericmyersjazz.com/theaustralian-2015-11
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Clarita Liepolt (right) pictured here with Leon Fink at Otto’s, Woolloomooloo, on March 29, 
2019… PHOTO CREDIT ERIC MYERS 

Nonetheless, Clarita and I spent a very pleasant two hours in the company of Leon 
Fink at Otto’s restaurant. We also were delighted to meet Leon’s ex-wife Margaret 
Fink who, by coincidence, was in the restaurant, and joined our table. She is of 
course one of Australia’s most distinguished filmmakers, the producer of stellar 
Australian films such as My Brilliant Career and The Removalists.  
 

 
 
Members of Galapagos Duck who provided the music for the film The Removalists, L-R, 
Willie Qua, Doug Robson, Chris Qua, unidentified ABC broadcaster, Liepolt, Marty 
Mooney, Tom Hare… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

 

The latter film featured music by the group Galapagos Duck, of which Horst Liepolt 
was manager at the time. Both Margaret and Leon have warm memories of Horst, 
and many stories to tell, so I feel this was an uplifting occasion for Clarita, before her 
return to New York. 


